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ote:.Q.1 is compulsory. Attemp one question from each unit. Internal choice is indicated.

Ql Give a short answer:- (3x5=15)

(a) Classify the followi g search algorithm as intelligent/non intelligent.

, Give reason of you answer: Depth first search, best first search,

branch and bound s arch. .

(b)How can you classif the knowledge? What is an inference engine?

(c) What are the merits demerits of semantic net over semantic frames?

(d)What are the differe t steps for natural processing?

(e) List various applicat'on areas where Neural network is used.

UNIT·I

Q2 (a) Compare depth first search and Hill Climbing search'procedures. (3)

(b)Explain the advan ges of Best first search over Hill Climbing with

suitable example. (5)

(c)What are the steps to solve constraint satisfaction problem? Explain

them with help of c t arithmetical problem. (7)

OR

Q3 (a) Explain the proces to reach goal state of a search tree which is

ANDlOR graph. Gi e an example of application whose search tree is

AND/OR graph. (8)

(b) Explain the Means end analysis algorithm. Give an example of an

application where it is applied. (7)

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) Explain the rules to nify two predicates. (3)

(b) Represent following facts as predicates and convert them to clause

form, explaining the steps of conversion:- (5)

(i) Any student who is intelligent or hard working will pass the exam

in good marks.

(ii)Anyone who is p ssed with good marks get a job.

(c) Assume that "Shiv is neither hard working nor intelligent". Using

resolution prove tha Shiva does not get a job. (7)

OR

Q5 (a) What kind of knowl dge is represented by the semantic nets? Give an

example of knowled e base represented by semantic nets and explain

how inferences are one in semantic Nets? (8)

(b)Give an example 0 a game Tree. What is the purpose of Minimax

procedure in game ee? What are Alpha Beta cutoff? (7)

UNIT-III

Q (a) Consider the followi g sentences: (5)

Most birds fly unles they have broken Wings

Penguins and Ostri h do not fly.

Crow is a bird

Use Non monotonic easoning to answer "Does Crow Fly"?

(b)Write short notes on handling uncertainty using probabilistic

reasoning. (5)
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(cl Write short not
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s on Fuzzy logic. (5)

OR

"[~,;,'! ,/'-c:r;"',', i!Q'l',r>:-(~YWhatare.iinpo t challenges-'in Natural Languages Understanding"?(2),

. ;';'(b)What are the v ious applications of NLP? . (3)

. :~":~(t) Explain' the various activities' which· are performed during

Morphological nalysis and Syntactic processing with the help of
:.' following sente ce: I want to see Raju's photo. (10)
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UNIT;;IV

(a}Give short des ription of process of learning using Back Propogation

i Neural Networ . (10)
I : )

(b)Give ,a flow gra h for developing a genetic algorithm. (5)
, OR

(a) What procedur is followed for knowledge acquisition? (4)

(b)What are the v ious steps for development of Expert Systems? (7)

(cl What is the rol of expert system tools in developing expert system?

Give ,one exam Ie of such tool and its usability. (4)
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